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Operations Research Team
Our Mission: Advanced decision making support

Areas of expertise:
Optimization

Simulation

Statistical analysis

Revenue Management

Approach:
In partnership with management to 
identify and prioritize issues

Focus on business impact

Build an objective, quantitative 
framework for analysis

Transfer technology

“Its magic”



WestJet’s story
By the numbers

• Canadian airline based in 
Calgary, Alberta;

• 107 destinations; 
• 24,000,000 guests flown 

in 2017;
• 250,000 departures in 

2017;
• 11.2 hours per day 

average aircraft utilization;
• 167 aircraft consisting of 

the following aircraft:



Where we fly
A history of successful growth



Our mission
To enrich the lives everyone in WestJet’s world



Future positioning:
A focused approached to market segmentation



787 Dreamliner
Opens up a world of possibilities



The next chapter in our partnership journey

Future



Network
Strategy based on four core tenets



Network simulator

• How does WestJet execute on its network 
strategy?

• What tools are in place to support this 
strategy?

• How does the network behave when we turn 
the dials?



Background

• One of the primary metrics 
that WestJet uses to measure 
operational success is on-time 
performance, the level of 
success of the aircraft 
remaining on the published 
schedule.

• On-time performance, 
sometimes referred to as OTP 
is normally expressed as a 
percentage with a higher 
percentage meaning more 
aircraft are on time. 

• Considered on time if flight 
arrives within 15 minutes of 
the scheduled arrival time. 
(industry standard)

SPOT Safely perform on-time



WestJet schedule planning process
Flying the fleet to maximize time in the air 

• Schedule build is twice a year;

• Goals of increasing aircraft 
utilization and maintaining on-
time performance; 

• A line of flying consists of the 
following processes:

• Block time – time 
between departure and 
arrival.  Consists of taxi, 
air time.

• Aircraft turn time - Time 
required to unload an 
airplane after its arrival 
at the gate and prepare 
it for departure again

• Scheduled down time



High variability within block time aircraft turn time

• Weather;

• Deicing;

• Maintenance;

• Crew scheduling;

• Guest connections;

• Air traffic control;

• Gate management;

• Aircraft performance.

Block time reliability

Time of day



Turn time 
Critical path constantly shifting

ATW (Above the Wing):
Guest offload   - load factor

Grooming  - longer flights

Crew change – safety briefings

Guest onload  

- Boarding strategy

- Specials handling

- Boarding compliance

- Load factor

Guest count

Doors Closed

Carry-on baggage

BTW (Below the Wing):
Baggage offload – load factor

Baggage onload – load planning

Connection baggage – hot or cold 

Lavatory servicing – done at our hubs

Fueling – dispatching requirements

Potable water – number of aircraft

Catering- destination

Maintenance – unscheduled



Mickey’s Day
A line of flying

YYC         YYZ YYZ  LGA LGA YYZ
Tail 810
737-800

Block 
Time
3:45

Block 
Time
1:15

Block 
Time
1:30

Turn 
Time
0:50

Turn 
Time
0:40

RON 
Time
0:20

HS-Head start
RON – Remain Overnight 

Total Flight Hours:      6.5
Total  Aircraft Hours: 7.75

HS 
Time
0:35



The challenge

Build an airline network simulator to optimize 
aircraft utilization and on-time performance



Approach
Block/turn time analysis

1. Obtain data:
Departure Control System

Sabre Reservation System

Flight Management Software

2. Group and analyzed by:
Season (two seasons)

City pair 

Aircraft type

Time of day

3. Fit data using SAS JMP:
Outlier and data cleanup

4. Import into Simio:
Aircraft

Leg

Station Data



Block Time Analysis
How well did we do?



Import tables 
Aircraft, leg, schedule data



Model

Model simplicity drives agile results

Approach

1. Servers represent cities

2. Aircraft travel in free space

3. Processes to determine 
whether the turn time is 
under stress

4. All data is table based

5. Aircraft are classified by color 
to identify anomalies in on-
time performance

6. Results are exported into a 
.CSV for further analysis , by 
various WestJet teams.



Model Calibration
737-700 YYC-YVR



Animation
Visual results



Outputs
What can we look at?

• We can examine any delay distribution
• System, aircraft type, station, arrivals, departures, etc.
• We can answer the questions:
• What should we expect the A15 performance to be next 

winter?
• What will be our worst performing flight?
• How will our head starts perform?



Results and recommendations

1. Testing network strategies such as the addition of “circuit breakers”
(break in continuous aircraft line of flying) to reduce cascading delays.  
Results showed circuit breakers are less effective on aircraft that fly 
longer block times versus aircraft with shorter flying;

2. Adjusted block and turn time activities from aircraft flying in and out of 
hub cities such as YYZ. Increasing turn time/block time following on the 
leg following a headstart (beginning of the day flights) showed 
significant impact in reducing cascading delays;

3. “Flying the block” or slowing down specific flights/aircraft types to 
eliminate block time variability has resulted in a significant fuel savings 
to WestJet’s Bombardier Q400 fleet;

Simio continues to enable WestJet to rapidly model a complex network of flights, 
enabling agile responses to changing operational conditions as the airline 
continues to expand.



Simio at WestJet
Continues to be an essential tool in planning

YUL Montreal Self Bag Tagging YHZ Self Bag Tagging



Questions?


